has provided an invaluable data set on monitoring land, ocean, and atmosphere for over ten years. The active microwave sensor of ASAR onboard ENVISAT operates at C-band to form images in different modes, among which image mode and wide swath mode data are widely used for land surface and coastal monitoring due to large area coverage (with swath widths of 100 and 400 km, respectively) and high spatial resolution. In addition, ASAR can operate in wave mode to provide a small image (often called "imagette") every 100 km along track with a ground coverage of ∼5 km × 10 km. Despite its limited spatial coverage, the wave mode has the advantage of collecting imagettes automatically on a global scale.
Usefulness of spaceborne SAR data for surface wave measurements has been discussed and studied since the launch of SEASAT in 1979. SAR is still the only instrument that can provide 2-D surface wave information from space. Hasselmann et al. [1] give a detailed overview of the development of SAR/ocean wave retrieval theories and methodologies. The conventional approaches to retrieve full 2-D wave spectra from SAR data are generally based on a nonlinear inversion scheme [2] , [3] , which needs a priori spectra taken from a numerical WAM. Without prior information, only waves imaged within the SAR-inherent cutoff wavenumber domain can be retrieved. Therefore, the ASAR wave mode Level 2 product WVW [4] represents only the low-frequency part of wave spectra, i.e., the swell wave spectra. The ASAR wave mode WVW 1 All acronyms used in this paper are listed in the Nomenclature section.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. product is used, e.g., for WAM validation and comparison [5] , [6] , assimilation [7] , monitoring of swell propagation over ocean basins, and estimation of ocean swell dissipation [8] , [9] . Alternatively, empirical algorithms presented in [10] and [11] enable to derive characteristic wave parameters such as SWH and mean wave period directly from SAR wave mode data, without a priori information. The empirical algorithm CWAVE_ENV [11] is specialized on processing the ENVISAT ASAR wave mode data. Validation based on a two-month data set shows that the retrieved SWH is in a close agreement with in situ buoy measurements with a bias of 0.06 m in deep water [11] .
Spaceborne RA is an instrument that can provide measurements of wave height. The accuracy of SWH derived from altimetry data is about ±10% or 0.25 m, e.g., presented in [12] [13] [14] . RA measurements are used for studies of wave climate [15] [16] [17] , numerical WAM assimilation [18] [19] [20] , and validation [21] , [22] .
ENVISAT also carries a RA, which is called RA-2. The nadir-looking instrument RA-2 receives reflected echo from the sea surface, while the right-looking ASAR onboard ENVISAT simultaneously obtains 2-D sea surface backscatter to be processed to images. The ground distance between RA-2 and ASAR tracks is around 335 km, when ASAR operates at wave mode with an incidence angle of 23
• . Fig. 1 illustrates ASAR (gray) and RA-2 (black) that scan the sea surface in double tracks during one day. One can find that simultaneous operations of the two radars onboard ENVISAT provide a unique opportunity to measure sea state at the same time but at different locations. In particular, in connection with CWAVE_ENV algorithm, ASAR can be treated as an independent sensor complement to RA-2 to measure wave height. The present study, therefore, demonstrates the usefulness of the simultaneous measurements of ASAR and RA-2 data for studying on verification and on potential improvement of global WAM.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II describes the data set used in this study. This is followed by a further validation of SWH derived from long-term ASAR wave mode data against buoy measurements in Section III. In Section IV, simultaneous wave measurements by ASAR and RA-2 are used for verifications of the two numerical WAMs. This paper closes with discussion and conclusions in Section V.
II. DATA SET DESCRIPTION
The satellite and numerical WAM data represent different temporal and spatial scales. Both ASAR and RA-2 are instantaneous measurements with footprint sizes of several kilometers. Numerical WAM data are available at synoptic times and represent average sea state conditions in grid boxes. Thus, in addition to a brief description of the data set used in this study, we explain how these data sets are processed and collocated to make them compatible for comparisons.
A. ASAR Wave Mode Data
The ASAR wave mode data acquired at VV polarization and incidence angle of approximately 23
• are processed using the CWAVE_ENV algorithm. As the sea surface is imaged two-dimensionally by SAR, not only the sea surface wave information but also other features, such as sea ice, rain cells, and slicks, may be contained in SAR wave mode data [23] . Therefore, a homogeneity test [24] is applied to exclude data which contain features that are not related to sea surface waves. Finally, 90% of the ASAR imagettes pass the quality control and are used for deriving SWH.
B. RA-2 Data
The RA-2 GDR product accessed from the CERSAT portal (ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/cersat/products/swath/altimeters/) includes SWH derived from measurements in Ku-band. Erroneous measurements in this data set are marked by quality flags. An additional along-track running window with a size of 100 km has been applied to remove few spurious SWH measurements [25] in the accessed data set. Further correction as given in (1) is made using in situ buoy measurements [26] SWH cor = (1)
C. GSM WAM Data
The GSM WAM operated routinely at the DWD is based on the third-generation WAM [27] cycle 4 [28] using a wind forcing from the global atmospheric forecast model Global Model on a nearly uniform 40-km grid. The GSM WAM has a spatial resolution of 0.75
• × 0.75 • and is available at synoptic times of every 3 h. Until February 2008, the model was run without assimilation of wave observations of RA. Accordingly, the forecast integration always starts with a sea state predicted 12 h before by the previous model run. Therefore, only wave fields at forecast times T + 3 to T + 12 are used in the present study.
D. ECMWF ERA-Interim WAM Data
ERA-Interim is the latest global reanalysis model produced by the ECMWF, which covers the period from January 1, 1979, onward, and continues to be extended forward in near real time [29] . The reanalysis ERA-Interim WAM is also based on the third-generation WAM, with several enhancements in physics and numerics [30] . The introduction of a scheme in the ERAInterim WAM for treating unresolved bathymetry effects and a reformulation of the dissipation source term [31] is considered to be a significant contribution for climate applications [29] .
The sea surface wind field measured by the scatterometers onboard ERS-1/2 and QuikSCAT is assimilated in the reanalyzed wind field forcing the WAM. Surface wave measurements from spaceborne RAs onboard ERS-1/2, ENVISAT, and JASON-1/2 are assimilated in the ERA-Interim WAM as well using a sequential method introduced in [18] .
The ERA-Interim WAM has a spatial resolution of 0.75
• , and it is available at synoptic times of every 6 h.
E. In Situ Buoy Data
In situ measurements of SWH are accessed from the NDBC, USA, and Environment Canada buoy networks. Buoy measurements consisting of 20-min records are available hourly. In this paper, buoy measurements are used to verify the quality of SWH derived from ASAR wave mode data by CWAVE_ENV algorithm.
F. Data Collocation
The ASAR wave mode data are collocated with buoy measurements using a temporal lag of 30 min. Buoys are generally moored in coastal regions. However, the ASAR wave mode data are often acquired over open ocean. Therefore, a rather large spatial window with a size of 100 km is chosen for collocating ASAR imagettes with buoy measurements.
The footprint of RA-2 is nominally 2-10 km in diameter, depending on sea state, which is sufficiently large and comparable with coverage of ASAR wave mode data. Therefore, measurements of RA-2 at locations nearest to ASAR wave mode data are collocated. This ensures that the SWH derived from both observations is based on a comparable spatial coverage. On the other hand, RA-2 acquires one measurement at 1-s sample rate along track; thus, two consecutive points are separated by 6-7 km. However, two consecutive ASAR wave mode data are separated by approximately 100 km. Therefore, RA-2 measurements within a circle with center at the ASAR location and a radius of 335 km (ground distance between the two tracks) are grouped. The averaged SWH and locations are considered to be the collocated RA-2 measurements with ASAR. The maximum number of RA-2 samples within a circle is limited to 15, which corresponds to a ground distance of around 100 km that is equal to the sampling distance of ASAR wave mode data. In fact, this process behaves like a smoothing window along RA-2 track. Note that the great circle distance between footprints of RA-2 and ASAR is calculated for the nearest and averaged collocations.
Both WAM data have a spatial resolution of 0.75
• . Thus, satellite measurements are allocated to model results at the nearest grid box using a threshold of 0.75
• /2. The ASAR and RA-2 measurements are collocated to WAM results at respective grid boxes, due to a large ground distance between their tracks.
Temporal resolution of the ERA-Interim WAM is half of that of the GSM WAM. For consistency reasons, its temporal resolution is increased from 6 to 3 h by a linear interpolation. Consequently, a threshold of 1.5 h is used for temporal collocation of satellite and model data.
III. VERIFICATION OF ASAR-RETRIEVED SWH
The empirical algorithm CWAVE_ENV is designed to derive fully integral wave parameters from ASAR wave mode data [11] , which follows the development of CWAVE algorithm for ERS-2/SAR wave mode data [10] . A previous validation of SWH retrieved by CWAVE_ENV algorithm using a twomonth (January and February 2007) ASAR wave mode data set is presented in [11] . To further verify the quality of retrieved SWH, a comparison against buoy measurements using a 17-month data set in time period of January 2006 to May 2007 is conducted. Prior to presenting the validation, a brief description of CWAVE_ENV algorithm is given hereinafter.
A. Brief Description of the CWAVE_ENV Algorithm
The equation used in the CWAVE_ENV algorithm takes the following form proposed in [10] :
where W represents the integral wave parameters to be derived from ASAR wave mode data, such as SWH and mean wave period. In the present study, the parameter of SWH is used, which is defined as
where E(f, θ) is the 2-D frequency-direction wave spectrum. In (2), the integral parameter of surface waves is expressed as a quadratic formulation consisting of 22 parameters S(s 1 , . . . , s n s ) derived from ASAR wave mode data. The nonlinearities and a possible coupling between these parameters are taken into account in the equation by adding quadratic terms of s i s j . Among the parameters, normalized radar cross section (σ 0 ) and variance of the normalized intensity image (cvar) are calculated from the ASAR wave mode intensity image. The other 20 parameters are extracted from ASAR image variance spectrum using a set of orthonormal functions [21] . Corresponding to the linear and quadratic terms of ASAR parameters in (2), the dimension of coefficients in vector A(a 0 , . . . , a ns , a 11 , . . . , a n s a n s ) is 0.5(n s + 1)(n s + 2), i.e., 276 in the CWAVE_ENV algorithm, which is quite large, and therefore, they are not listed in this paper but are available on request from the authors. Although (2) does not explain the geophysical relation between SAR image parameters and characteristic wave parameters, it yields an empirical way to derive wave parameters from SAR data without the need of a priori information.
As ASAR wave mode data are quite often acquired over the open sea where in situ measurements are scarce, the present coefficients of the CWAVE_ENV model are determined using more than 23 000 data pairs of ASAR wave mode data 
B. ASAR SWH Against Buoy Measurements
Statistical parameters achieved in the previous validation of CWAVE_ENV algorithm [11] are briefly summarized in Table I for reference. A further validation using a data set acquired between January 2006 and May in 2007 is shown in Fig. 2 It is often discussed that information in SAR measurements may be lost for surface waves traveling in azimuth direction or for short waves, i.e., the so-called cutoff effect, which, in turn, makes the retrieved wave parameters inaccurate. Therefore, we use collocations of buoys with measurements of peak wave period (1821 cases) and peak wave direction (280 cases) to verify the dependence of retrieved SWH by CWAVE_ENV algorithm on the SAR cutoff.
Bias of SWH as a function of buoy peak wave period is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The retrieved SWH agrees well with buoy measurements under either wind sea or swell conditions. The best agreement with difference less than 0.20 m is achieved for peak wave period in the range of 7-16 s, which corresponds to a peak wavelength of 76-400 m in deep water. For the period between 3 and 6 s, which corresponds to a peak wavelength of 16-56 m, the CWAVE_ENV algorithm yields slightly higher SWH than measurements. Comparing Fig. 3(a) and (b), one may notice that variation of bias tends to be also related to the number of collocations. As there are no significant fluctuations of bias between retrieved ASAR SWH and buoy measurements along with peak wave period, we therefore conclude that the quality of retrieved SWH has no significant dependence on peak wave period. • , which may be attributed to the limited data pairs (less than ten), as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Nevertheless, this comparison indicates that differences for SWH between the ASAR retrieval using CWAVE_ENV and buoy measurements have no significant dependence on wave propagation direction.
The presented two validation exercises indicate that the CWAVE_ENV algorithm yields reliable SWH estimation without being affected by the SAR cutoff. In other words, the SWH retrieved by CWAVE_ENV depicts the energy of long waves and the waves beyond the cutoff as well, although short waves are not directly imaged by ASAR. An example of simultaneous wave observations by ASAR and RA-2 in high sea state over the North Atlantic on January 19, 2007, is shown in Fig. 5 . From this example, we can find at least two interesting points. First, the correspondence between ERA-Interim WAM and observations along the RA-2 track (circle) reveals the fact that RA-2 measurements are assimilated in the model. The correspondence is relatively poor in the case of GSM, which was operated without assimilation. Second, ERA-Interim wave height is less improved along the ASAR track (squares). Therefore, this example demonstrates, on one hand, that the simultaneous measurements can verify to what extent that SWH is improved due to assimilation. On the other hand, two measurements have potential to be used jointly for data assimilation into numerical WAMs.
IV. COMPARISON OF RADAR MEASUREMENTS

A. Annual Comparison
Annual comparison of radar measurements with numerical WAM results of SWH over the global oceans is presented in the following. The difference between the modeled SWH (x i ) and the observations from ASAR or RA-2 (y i ) is quantified in terms of bias
In all equations, n is the number of the collocated data pairs. Statistical parameters of comparisons with the GSM and ERA-Interim models over the Globe, the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the Southern Hemisphere (SH), and the Tropics (TR) are summarized in Tables II  and III, respectively. The statistical parameters listed in Table II indicate that the two independent but simultaneous measurements of ASAR and RA-2 yield similar comparisons with the GSM WAM, particularly that the nearest RA-2 measurements collocated with ASAR are used for comparison. This is because footprint sizes of RA-2 and ASAR are comparable. Thus, the nearest collocation RA-2 represents the same spatial coverage as ASAR to measure sea state. The similar comparisons also indicate that accuracy of SWH retrieved from ASAR wave mode data by CWAVE_ENV algorithm is close to that of RA-2 measurements.
Over the global oceans, the GSM WAM agrees well with both ASAR and RA-2 measurements, with SI values of 19. 1%   TABLE III  SAME AS TABLE II BUT FOR COMPARISON  WITH THE ERA-INTERIM The reanalysis ERA-Interim WAM shows better agreements with both radar observations than the GSM WAM. However, differences between ASAR versus GSM and ASAR versus ERA-Interim are not as significant as that derived from the comparison with RA-2 measurements. On the global scale, the quality of models in terms of rmse (versus ASAR) differs only by 0.05 m, i.e., 10% relative to the rmse of GSM versus ASAR. However, with respect to comparisons with RA-2 measurements, when the nearest collocation is used, the difference of rmse increases significantly to 0.23 m (∼44%). Similar with rmse, SI also decreases relatively by around 10% and 44% when two models are compared with ASAR and RA-2, respectively. The differences are even larger when the averaged RA-2 measurements are used for comparisons, by around 53% in terms of both rmse and SI for global oceans.
The physical and numerical improvements in the ERAInterim WAM should have the same impact on all grids no matter whether they are near to ASAR or RA-2 tracks. Comparison with the nonassimilated GSM WAM shows that the SWHs derived from ASAR and RA-2 are consistent. Thus, differences between the two comparisons of ERA-Interim with ASAR and RA-2 are considered to be mainly attributed to assimilation. In Table III , one can find that the difference between ASAR versus ERA-Interim and RA-2 versus ERA-Interim is around 37% for both rmse and SI over global oceans. If averaged RA-2 measurement is used for comparison, the differences increase to around 50%. The difference of two radar measurements compared with the ERA-Interim model over different basins is also similar with that in global oceans. Therefore, we can preliminarily conclude that assimilation significantly improves accuracy of model results at grids near the RA-2 tracks, whereas improvement decreases by around 50% at model grids near the ASAR track.
B. Monthly Comparison
Monthly comparisons in the same period over the global oceans, NH, TR, and SH are shown in Figs. 6-9 . The plots in the left panels in the four figures are comparisons with the GSM WAM, and the right ones are comparisons with the ERAInterim WAM.
The same as annual comparison, the nearest and averaged collocations of RA-2 measurements are both presented for monthly comparison. There is no difference of bias between the nearest (solid lines with circles) and averaged (dashed lines with circles) RA-2 collocations that are used for comparisons. With respect to both rmse and SI, however, differences are consistent, around 6% and 16% for comparisons with the GSM and ERA-Interim WAMs, respectively. As WAMs represent averaged sea state within a grid box, it is reasonable that the averaged RA-2 measurements show better agreement with WAMs than the nearest RA-2 measurements.
Both verifications of the GSM and ERA-Interim WAMs in the NH and SH basins show apparent seasonal fluctuations in terms of rmse, while SI stays fairly constant throughout the year, particularly in the SH. However, in contrast to the GSM WAM which shows a seasonal variation of bias, the bias of ERA-Interim WAM has no apparent seasonal fluctuations.
Similar to the annual comparison, the monthly one also shows that the reanalysis ERA-Interim WAM is in better agreement with both radar measurements than the GSM WAM. On the other hand, although comparisons of ERA-Interim WAM Both annual and monthly comparisons show that the ERAInterim WAM has a very good agreement with RA-2 measurements, which, as described previously, is attributed to the assimilation of RA-2 measurements. However, simultaneous measurement of RA-2 and ASAR reveals that the influence of the assimilation on the ERA-Interim WAM is "inhomogeneous" at different model grids. In the following, we attempt to explain this based on the widely used assimilation technique.
The optimal interpolation method, e.g., proposed by Lionello et al. [7] , is widely implemented in numerical WAMs to assimilate satellite observations. The critical step of the assimilation scheme is to determine the weights (G i ) to minimize the rmse of the analysis
where X a and X p represent the analyzed and the predicted (forecast) integral wave parameters (such as SWH) at each model grid point, respectively. In order to determine the weights assigned to observations, the forecast and observations error covariance matrices have to be known precisely. The observation errors are generally assumed to be spatially uncorrelated; however, the forecast error P kj , on the other hand, is known to be horizontally correlated and is more difficult to specify. Generally, the correlation is exponentially decaying, such as that defined in the following equation by Lionello et al. [18] :
where L is the correlation length scale and |x k − x j | is the distance between the points k and j. In the assimilation approach conducted in the ECMWF, 300 km is used as the correlation length L [32] . Equation (5) indicates that P kj decays exponentially along with the increase of distance. Therefore, the distance between RA-2 and ASAR tracks of around 335 km implies that the impact of RA-2 assimilation must have decayed considerably at grids near the ASAR track. The spatially averaged SWH of RA-2 within each grid of model, which is also called "super observation," e.g., in [33] , is generally used for assimilation, which explains why the averaged collocations of RA-2 show better agreement with the ERA-Interim WAM than the nearest collocations that are used, as shown in Table II and Figs. 6-9. 
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In the present study, simultaneous measurements of ASAR and RA-2 have been used for verification of two global WAMs using one-year data set to demonstrate potential on improvement of assimilations. The main conclusions are the following. 1) Although the CWAVE_ENV algorithm cannot yield full 2-D wave spectra from SAR data, the comparison with in situ buoy measurements shows that total SWH can be retrieved by this algorithm in good quality without needing a priori information from WAMs. Moreover, the mean bias between ASAR SWH and buoy measurements as a function of peak wave period and direction shows that the retrieved SWH is independent of the SAR cutoff. This remarkable result may change the view prominent for many years that the first guess from WAM is needed in order to derive the full integral wave parameters from SAR data. 2) Both the nearest and averaged RA-2 measurements collocated with ASAR wave mode data are used for comparisons with numerical WAMs. Statistical parameters in comparisons of GSM WAM with ASAR and RA-2 measurements are similar, particularly in terms of the rmse and SI, in global oceans and regional basins, as well as in different seasons. This indicates that the quality of the retrieved SWH from ASAR data by CWAVE_ENV algorithm is comparable to that of RA-2 measurements. Thus, the two independent and simultaneous measurements can be used jointly to evaluate the discrepancies of WAMs in a consistent way. 3) Annual and monthly comparisons show that the two WAMs agree well with both radar measurements of SWH. As it is expected, the reanalysis ERA-Interim WAM shows even better agreement, particularly with RA-2 measurements due to assimilation.
As both the GSM and ERA-Interim WAMs are based on the third-generation WAM, it is considered that differences of the two models compared with satellite measurements are mainly due to the influence of assimilation. In terms of rmse and SI, the difference between ASAR versus GSM and versus ERAInterim models is only 10%. However, it increases significantly to around 44% (53%) for the comparison of the nearest (averaged) RA-2 measurements with GSM and ERA-Interim. This indicates that assimilation of RA-2 can improve the accuracy of ERA-Interim wave height by around 44% relative to the nonassimilated GSM WAM at grids near the RA-2 tracks. The relative difference between ASAR versus ERA-Interim and RA-2 versus ERA-Interim is 37% in terms of rmse and SI. As the two radar measurements are collocated respectively to model results at grids near their footprints. Therefore, the difference of statistical parameters derived from the two comparisons indicates that the improvement of RA-2 assimilation on the model's accuracy decreases along with the increase of distance. The most plausible reason is that the error correlation function used in the assimilation of ERA-Interim WAM has an exponential expression, which decays rapidly as the distance increases.
The present study is based on a one-year data set; however, the special configuration of ASAR and RA-2 demonstrates its unique advantages for global surface wave measurements. Since slight differences are found in the comparisons of ASAR and RA-2 with the GSM WAM, we are now processing all the ASAR wave mode data acquired between 2002 and 2012 for further retuning of CWAVE_ENV algorithm using buoy collocations. Nevertheless, the SAR and RA are onboard jointly since 1991 when the ERS-1 was launched, and more than one decade data set has been acquired, which can contribute significantly to global wave measurements and assimilation in WAMs. 
